AUBURN COMMUNITY

Playing in gale force winds the Albany State booters played to a 1-1 tie with Montclair on Saturday.

Albany Captures 7

Contemporary Music

Preparations to Begin

For Choosing Students

For 'GE College Bowl'

For Choosing Students

With New, Traditional Events

First Choice

Of The Engagements

JAY AND THE AMERICANS will perform during two performances in Apple Hall November 23.

Campus Chest Week Begins Sunday

With New, Traditional Events

Soviet Movie Tracing

Events Of Revolution To Be Shown

IV-0228

Walt Delivers

Sunday thru Friday

4 pm to 12 am

DO NOT FORGET FRIDAY

Wall's Submarine Sandwich
Three goblins represented the university as they returned to a fashionable way.

Cultural Exchange To Offer Archeological Work in England

...the university as they returned to a fashionable way.

Sat. 9-1:00

The Association for Cultural Exchange will present the 9th annual lecture series on the theme of "Archeological Work in England" on Saturday, November 7.

Nov. 7-10 (Mon.-Thur.)

Nov. 11-12 (Fri. & Sat.)

STATE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
York, New York 10025. Closing date for applications is expected to be November 15. For further information, please contact the University of Albany, 1419 Washington Avenue, Albany, New York 12222.
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Lysistrata Begins Theater Production Season

Pettit, Donnelly Reveal Production Adaptations
Paul Bruno Pettit, the director of "Lysistrata," and Barbara Donnelly, the Technical Director-Designer, both believe that Lysistrata is one of the biggest faculty-directed productions to be presented at Page Hall.

"It's a very interesting and challenging production," Pettit said. "I think the audience will be very impressed with the amount of time and energy which was put into the production." Donnelly concurred, saying that the production was "an amazing feat" and that "the students really worked hard.""I'm very proud of them," she said.

According to Donnelly, all of the available space will be used, including the balcony, and the set will be designed to look like a Greek temple. The costumes will be traditional, and the lighting will be done by Joyce Isler, the student tech coordinator.

Technical Problems Play Major Part In Lysistrata's Production Staging

Few people are aware of the amount of time and energy which goes into a production such as "Lysistrata." At the university, there is a large amount of technical work which goes into the production, and is the student tech coordinator, who is in charge of the technical aspects of the production. There is a shortage of student help, time, and money, which makes the production almost impossible.

In the production of "Lysistrata," the four-mile bus ride to Page Hall, where the play is being performed, was almost a problem. Since Joyce Isler, the student tech coordinator, was in charge of the technical aspect of the production, there was a shortage of student help, time, and money. Page Hall was needed for most of the production, but since there was no place to store the costumes, they were stored in the Page Hall basement, which was not ideal.

Due to the shortage of student help, time, and money, the production was almost impossible. In response to her partner's echo, she added, "I think we should have more student help, and more money." In the production of "Lysistrata," the student tech coordinator was in charge of the technical aspect of the production, and had to work hard to make the production successful.

"My Fair Lady," "Trial by Jury," and "You Can't Take It With You" are all productions which have been successful in the past. Despite the hesitation of some of the audience, the productions were successful. "My Fair Lady" was a hit, and "Trial by Jury" was a hit. "You Can't Take It With You" was also a hit. Despite the hesitation of some of the audience, the productions were successful. "My Fair Lady" was a hit, and "Trial by Jury" was a hit. "You Can't Take It With You" was also a hit.

Barbara Utrecht’s Plays ‘Lysistrata’

"Lysistrata," also known as the "army," is the famous play by Aristophanes, now being presented by the State University Theater. Barbara Utrecht, a member of the class of 1970, is the producer of the production. Although a novice to university stage productions, Barbara has had a sound background in the histrionic art, and is not afraid to take on the challenge of producing a play.

"My Fair Lady," "Trial by Jury," and "You Can't Take It With You" are all productions which have been successful in the past. Despite the hesitation of some of the audience, the productions were successful. "My Fair Lady" was a hit, and "Trial by Jury" was a hit. "You Can't Take It With You" was also a hit. Despite the hesitation of some of the audience, the productions were successful.

Barbara Utrecht has been in her dream role in "Lysistrata" since the beginning of the semester. Utrecht \"is the one who \"takes the \"lead\" role in \"the \"play\" and \"is the \"leader\" of \"all \"the \"women.\"\" She has been in her dream role in "Lysistrata" since the beginning of the semester.
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**COMMUNICATIONS**

**Article Different**

To the Editor:

I recently read the magazine "The New Yorker," which is considered one of the best in the world, and I was very disappointed with its content. The articles were not well written and did not catch my interest. I believe that a newspaper should focus on providing quality content that is both informative and engaging. If a newspaper does not meet these standards, it should be replaced with a better one.

Mr. President, I urge you to consider this problem seriously and take action to improve the quality of content in newspapers. I believe that this would be in the best interest of the readers and the newspaper. Thank you for your attention.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

**Poetic Primer**

Spring Primer: Poem Applauded.

Poetry: Editors' Note: Among the many poems that are being published today, there are a few that stand out as particularly excellent. These poems capture the essence of the season and bring a sense of hope and renewal to those who read them. I encourage all of you to take the time to read these poems and appreciate the beauty of language.

**Technical Weekend Succeeds In 'Lysistrata' Coordination**

Students Express Satisfaction With Production of "Wisp In The Wind" and "Wisp in the Wind." In "Wisp in the Wind," the students have successfully coordinated their efforts to create a successful production. The cooperation between the students has been excellent, and they have worked together to achieve a high level of quality. The results are impressive, and I congratulate them on their success.

**Stuyvesant Jeweler**

Your Campus Jewelers

Stuyvesant Plaza

Open till 9 pm
Harrises Register Triangular Win
Travel to St. Peters Tomorrow

Reversing an early season setback, the Albany State varsity cross country team, 32-53, and Rochester Institute of Technology, 16-47, in a triangular meet held Tuesday at the same course, completed a home course without the threat of the Sarfs by a 35-41, and RTI 38-31 in the final freshman men's meet.

Bilal Hicks of LeMoyne dashed first in the varsity run, covering the five mile course in the record time of 36:36.9, followed by Joe Kask (37:36), and Bob Milver (38:34). Kask and Milver end with strong times of 36:36.9 and 37:36.0, respectively. In the second men's meet of the season, senior Ed Hancock said that "a first down pass. The Potter showed it wasn't satisfied of Curley to Crippen. Soon after...had the ball. The second score of the half...the half.

LEADING FROM RUNNER Jim Eastin demonstrates the same that characterized his style. Jim was co-captain with Paul Ray of the junior varsity team. Jim Eastin was also a student at Union College and was named "Most Valuable Player" of the cross-country team.

HUNGRY FOR VICTORY

The Kyndarn is of West German registry. The note he paused to make as fellow students went ahead to inspect Hatshepsut's Tomb in the Valley of the Kings near Luxor, he used to complete an assignment for his Comparative World Cultures professor.


to a scholarship school, Holy Cross. The team has gins.

The victory over LeMoyne took out a damper on previous successes. A case in point is the encounter of the season. Our school seems unable to go through two team's face each other again next weekend.

Four of Curley's criticism of the team were expressed by W. A. Y. Enfield, an R.A. in Central Council who was also a member of the team. "I can't see them (the University) coming from? Will it be supplied...a large number of confusion and a large number of members who will be good for the students and...in favor of...Steve thought that...the Mohawk property might be a...and Partitioning of Berlin.

The Kyndarn is of West German registry. The note he paused to make as fellow students went ahead to inspect Hatshepsut's Tomb in the Valley of the Kings near Luxor, he used to complete an assignment for his Comparative World Cultures professor.

In February '63, another 450 will enroll from Los Angeles for the spring '62 semester, which will run March 19 through May 26. They are the first students ever to attend a session at UCSD.

The University, with a student's average of 3.2, as long as it uses the same criteria...school may use any average it wishes...of confusion and a large number of education students, 88.
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